
AN ANALYSIS OF LORD BYRONS SHE WALKS IN BEAUTY

2 days ago She Walks In Beauty is a lyric poem by the archetypal romantic, Lord Byron. With full rhyme, alliteration and
simile, written in iambic tetrameter.

Her pleasant facial expressions eloquently but innocently express her inner goodness and peacefulness. Byron
did include She Walks In Beauty in his book Hebrew Songs of , a collection of lyrical poems to be put to
music. The same rumours that dogged Byron followed the publication of this poem; it is largely thought to be
an ode to Augusta Leigh. Stanza : A stanza is the poetic form of some lines. Literary Devices Used in She
Walks in Beauty To appreciate the accurate connotation of the poem , we must look into the symbolic tools or
devices used. Sibilance : It is a device used to stress consonant sounds through their fricative and affricative
types coming after each other. The poem offers a bewitchingly romantic description of a charming woman
with whom the speaker seems familiar. In the real life of George Gordon, Lord Byron, 'mad, bad and
dangerous to know', it is known that he did attend a party in London on June 11th, and met a distant cousin of
his, Anne Beatrix Horton, Lady Wilmot, who happened to be dressed in black mourning dress with shiny
spangles. The poem lengthens to include the privileged. The woman is not described beautiful as for herself.
The eyes have long been called the windows of the soul so the speaker is suggesting that her soul tends
towards perfection all that's best. She reconciles dark and light together, appearing both glowing, and also
shrouded in darkness. She was his cousin by marriage. The poet says that he perhaps have been sickened by
the idea that if one ray of light was included or excluded to the sight, it would have dented the complete scene.
These particular lines in the short lyric highlight the clarity of thought Mrs. In this poem, there are three
stanzas with six lines in each. Third Stanza Throughout this poem the concentration has been on the head, hair
and face of the woman. Thus, the short lyric determines a point of declaring her kindness, her peacefulness,
and her virtue. The analysis of some of the devices used in this poem is given below. Note the repeated use of
certain words and phrases, which underlines meaning. Byron wrote this poem about Mrs. He believes that
beauty lies within and that the body only projects that beauty. Lord Byron The poem continues the tradition of
neo-classical tradition of form in poetry. Metre meter in American English The dominant metre throughout is
iambic tetrameter, that is four feet per line each having one unstressed syllable followed by one that is
stressed. In fact the poem itself, although a type of love poem, does not really refer to passionate or sexual
love. Indeed, the beauty of Wilmot is found largely in its balance of opposites: the darkness she walks in and
her dark hair counterpoise her fair skin and the bright pureness of her soul. The description of beautiful for
Lord Byron was not regarding her physical appearance. Often labelled a love poem, there is no direct mention
of love and no suggestion of romance between speaker and subject. Moreover, the poetic devices have helped
the poet paint the perfect harmony of the outer and inner beauty of the lady. Clearly there is deep affection
shown, an artist's admiration for a female figure who is perhaps more of a symbol of purity and innocence.
Hence the steady metrical beat, use of religious language and long vowels. Daylight in comparison is vulgar
and lacking gaudy. By possessing a genial mind and innocent heart, the lady can bring the beauty of both
darkness and light out and together without contradiction; her purity softens the edges of the contrasts. These
issues raise a concern that the woman seems so pure because she is so simple; she wears her thoughts directly
on her face, and she shows no evidence of discrimination of better from worse. Her beauty does not seem
purely physical, either; instead, it is almost an aura, a shield of beauty, unaware and almost innocent in its
unawareness.


